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Member of Byrd Expedition Talks At Chapel June 12

Richard Black, Explorer, Discusses Antarctic Adventure

Richard Black, of Grand Forks, North Dakota, and a member of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition, discussed the recent explorations in the Antarctic at College Chapel Wednesday afternoon. He was sponsored by the Junior Class.

Mr. Black was introduced by Mr. James Business, who said that in his opinion, Black is one of the most glamorous men to come out of the Byrd Expedition. He was a member of the University of North Dakota faculty and Mr. Business was the former president of the University of North Dakota.

Mr. Black related the story of his trip to the Antarctic, but stated that government censorship prevented him from giving full details of the expedition. He said that with the aid of Dean Douglass, he was able to carry on the story of the expedition in the museum.

In outlining the main features of the expedition, he said that approximately 20,000 square miles had been covered and that Black now has a number of photographs of the explorers in the museum.

On the trip to the Antarctic, Black had a telephone system that was connected to the university, which he said was going to last five years before it would be ready for a round trip to the South Pole. The temperature in the Antarctic varied from 108 degrees below zero to 90 degrees above that.

The expedition was assisted by the U.S. Navy in supplying the necessary gear. It was the first time the U.S. Navy had supplied a full scale of equipment.


dated Wednesday afternoon.

CHRISTIAN "CHIEF" FETHERSTON
The executive Christian "Chief" Fetherston, of the University of Kentucky, visited the students in the college dormitories.

Miss Stonecipher Travels in Europe

Miss Ethl Stonecipher, of the English Department, returned to her studies Thursday afternoon after a six-week trip through Europe. She was accompanied by her husband, Mr. J. W. Stonecipher.

The trip was made in connection with the duties of the American Association of Teachers of English in France.


Cherryhill Had Important Part in Life Of Westerner

Village Was Erected To Solve Student Housing Problem

As reported in the Herald, the recent move of the Cherryhill housing unit from the campus has created a stir among the students. The move was made in order to provide adequate housing for the increasing number of students.

By Paul Farrow

The room name, room 710, is the result of several years of planning. The name was chosen to reflect the farm theme which the building is designed to represent.

The building is located on the south side of the campus, near the football field. It is designed to accommodate 200 students and is equipped with modern facilities.

The move was made with the assistance of the students who were living in the building.

First Summer Dance Is Tonight

The first summer dance of the season will be held in the Gymnasium, beginning at 9 p.m. today. The dance is open to all students.

The theme for the dance is "Green Valley," and the music will be provided by the college orchestra.

SPOONHOLDERS PROVIDE NEW CAMPUSS LABORATORIES

Possibilities Of "Closer" Impress Herald Writer

By Kenneth R. Smith

The possibilities of "Closer" impress Herald Writer.

The "Closer" project, which is under way at the University of Kentucky, has created a great deal of interest among the students and faculty.

The project is designed to bring the research facilities of the university closer to the students, thus making it easier for them to use the facilities.

The "Closer" project is being conducted by the Department of Physics, under the direction of Professor J. W. Smith.

The department is working with the University of Kentucky to develop a new laboratory for the physics department.

The new laboratory will be located in the old physics building, and will be equipped with modern research facilities.

The project is expected to be completed within the next few months.

Physics Department Gets Picture

Dr. Charles S. Howard, head of the physics department, received a picture of the new laboratory from the University of Kentucky. The picture was taken during the construction of the laboratory.

The picture shows the new laboratory as it will appear when the construction is completed.

The picture was sent to Dr. Howard as a gift from the University of Kentucky.
Anderson Predicts Successful Season In Football Tests

The nucleus of the football team for this year will be chosen from a group of 60 players, and the team will be ready for the fall season in two weeks.

Coach Anderson stated that the team will be a new and different one, with many returning players and some new faces.

ALUMNI MEETING

The annual alumni meeting was held at the hotel on Thursday, May 30.

The meeting was well attended, and the reports of the various committees were favorably received.

REUNION BREAKFAST

The features of the reunion breakfast were the speeches of the alumni, who reminisced about their college days.

The alumni present included a number of prominent citizens from the city and county.

Kodak Finishing
Franklin's Studio
9305 State Street

Your Form—In a Jantzen Is A!

It's True!

Women’s Suits $2.95

Men’s Sport Suits $4.95

The Soft that Changed Smoking

Enjoy the good old summer time!

Let’s close out Jantzens $1.55 up.

Tennis Balls 25c, 30c.

Rackets $2.15 up.

Rackets Renting—1 Day Service, $2.50 up.

Warren County Hdw. Co.

Sports Headquarters
Ph 328
934 State St.

You’ll feel at home at the SEELBACK

Trailing woods with vines in Kentucky—lily pad banks and 2000 acres of land in Kentucky—beautiful views—

The Seelback has rebuilt its entire line of rooms, and its new dining rooms are the most modern and comfortable you ever occupied.

And consider the SEELBACK STANDARD and RAYSHERE—two of the smartest and most reasonable restaurants and bars in Louisiana.

HAROLD A. SAGE, Manager.

WHITE SHOES

Again this season fashion takes its most important color from the clouds—white.

For some time now, we have been exposed to fashions that are not only beautiful, but also practical.

Your shoe is a vital part of every woman’s wardrobe, and the shoe you buy should be selected with care.

$3

This season’s shoe should be the one that will complete the picture of pretty feet.

$3

Enjoy the cool of summer time.

Genuine Ringless Sheer Crin.

Made in three lengths: Medium, Long, Extra Long.

You Guaranteed.

They must be perfect in every respect.

Don’t be satisfied with less. Order from regular dealer. When you receive the perfect shoe, return the other.

America’s Perfect Hosiery Store

MERIT SHOE CO.

MERIT’S

The perfect Hosiery Store
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